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 NET support? A. Keyman Desktop .NET is supported in 40+ languages. Find the languages supported for your version of
Windows and Keyman Desktop .NET at Keyman Desktop .NET supports a number of additional features beyond the keystroke

editor. For a quick overview, see Keyman Desktop .NET Feature Comparison. There are two editions of Keyman
Desktop .NET: Personal and Corporate. Keyman Desktop .NET Personal allows a single user to use the software on a single

computer. Corporations can use Keyman Desktop .NET on up to 5 computers. See the Keyman Desktop .NET page for details
on the editions and pricing. Keyman Desktop .NET is typically used in corporations with a large number of users. It is a robust,

reliable and easy-to-use keyboard, video, and speech recognition tool. There are also a number of commercial software
packages available that can be used in conjunction with Keyman Desktop .NET to improve the customer experience and

efficiency of your sales calls. See Keyman Desktop .NET: How to Use it for details on the installation, configuration, and usage
of the product. Q. How is Keyman Desktop .NET different from Keyman Desktop? A. Keyman Desktop .NET allows you to

easily capture and edit any keyboard-accessible element (key, symbol, special key, or control) on a computer. Keyman
Desktop .NET includes a full spectrum of editing capabilities, including (but not limited to) the following: Keystroke Editing -
enter and edit a keystroke for a keyboard or a control. Symbol Editing - create or edit a symbol on a keyboard or control. Key

Image Editing - replace the current keyboard graphic with an image or graphic. Focus Visual Editing - create and edit the shape
of a text box or the cursor. Keyboard Visual Editing - create and edit keyboard graphics. Labels Editing - create, edit, and place
customized labels on any shape or object on the screen. Keyman Desktop .NET allows you to capture and edit a user's keyboard

or control via a keyboard shortcut or menu selection. You can also edit audio, 82157476af
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